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Numbers 15:37-41, Deuteronomy 
22:12.  G-d commanded Moses for the 
Children of Israel to put “fringes” on the 
four corners of their garments.  The 

Hebrew word is TZITZIT tyxyx which has a 

numerical value of 600.  The tassels have 5 
knots and 8 cords which equals 13.  613 is the 
number of MITZVOT twwxm (commandments) 

found in the TORAH hrwt (the first 5 books of 

the TANAK /nt - Hebrew Bible). 
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The long cord is called the shamash 

(servant) which wraps all of the others.  The 
number of shamash spirals between the 
knots is also interesting.  Various Traditions 
signify one of the Names of G-d (YHVH) differently: 

 

Ashkenazi: 7-8-11-13 (LORD is one, from the Shema) 
Sephardic: 10-5-6-5 (LORD) 
Hasidic: 7-8-11-13 (LORD is one, from the Shema) 
Karaite: various braids, twists, “chains” 

 

For holy land related products, free resources, or 
more information, see: www.holywordcafe.com/tours  
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